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• Introduction

• Economic overview

• Motors and drives market overview

• Drivers of industrial change

• Future outlook and conclusions
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• COVID-19 Impact

• Commodity Prices

• Industrial Markets
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COVID-19 outbreak: Global impact
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China

20% 
of global industrial automation 

equipment

Italy, Spain, Germany, and France 

18% 
of global industrial automation equipment

Japan

8% 
of global industrial automation 

equipment

United States

19% 
of global industrial automation 

equipment



Motor and Drive 
Markets
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• Global Overview

• Regional Outlooks
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Global overview: LV motors
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North America
22%

South America
5%

EMEA
30% Asia Pacific

38%

LV motor revenue share by region in 2019

Japan
5%

2019 estimated unit shipments

44.3M

Top 4 Leading Suppliers

ABB
Siemens

WEG
Wolong
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Global overview: LV drives
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North America
22%

South America
3%

EMEA
31% Asia Pacific

37%

LV drive revenue share by region in 2019

Japan
7%

2019 estimated unit shipments

21.4M

Top 4 Leading Suppliers

ABB
Danfoss
Siemens
Rockwell
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Market estimates and outlook

• OMDIA estimates that the market revenues for low-voltage motors was worth $12.5 
billion in 2019.

• Growth in 2018 was primarily attributed to spike from the oil and gas industry while 
2019 was more subdued as that growth was unsustainable. It wasn’t until after the first 
quarter in 2020 where all businesses began to see a major drop-off in order intake. 
OMDIA expects the market to experience a steady recovery after a sharp decline in Q2 
2020
– Revenues are estimated to have increased by 4.6% in 2018 and another 1.6% in 2019.

• Companies continue to focus on adding new products or expanding their existing 
portfolio to remain competitive.
– Main differentiators: reliability; on-time delivery; price; service; efficiency.

– Offshoring to reduce manufacturing costs

– Vietnam and other Southeast Asian countries is a popular option due to local 
government incentives

• IE1 and DC motor addressable market dwindling
– IE4 motor’s highest demand comes from pumps/fans/compressors below 15 HP
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Leading regional 
vendors

Americas
1. ABB
2. WEG
3. Nidec
4. Regal Beloit
5. Wolong (GE)

Asia Pacific
1. Wolong
2. Siemens
3. ABB
4. TECO
5. Hyosung

EMEA
1. Siemens
2. ABB
3. Wolong
4. WEG
5. Nidec (Leroy Somer)
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ABB; 15,0%

Siemens; 8,5%

WEG; 7,5%

Wolong; 6,5%

Nidec; 5,0%

Regal Beloit; 4,0%
TECO; 3,0%

Toshiba; 2,5%
Hitachi; 2,0%

Hyosung; 2,0%

Others
44,0%

World market share for low-voltage motors 2019

Source: Omdia © 2020 Omdia

• Leading suppliers have competitive 
advantage because of full automation 
offerings

• Complete solution offerings allows for 
unique revenue streams

• Customer base still split on where 
demand lies

• Several large vendors still don’t see IIoT
as a big growth area, it’s important to 
note

• Suppliers still rewarded for time-to-
market and sales price
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Global timeline of energy efficiency initiatives
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• Government forces are the strongest determining factor for higher-efficient motor sales

• GB 18613 – 2020 in China will be a huge boon for the global IE3 motor market. Only about 20% of shipments in China are IE3 today
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Brazil 
starts IE2 

EU starts 
IE2 shift

China 
starts IE2 

shift

US starts 
IE3/NEMA 
Premium 

shift

Canada starts 
IE3/NEMA 

Premium shift

EU (Phase 2) 
and Japan 

start IE3 shift

EU (Phase 3) and 
China start IE3 shift 

(China delayed)

2019 and 
beyond are 
estimated

The world market for low-voltage motors - unit shipments from 2010 to 2020

DOE 
Amended 
Integral 

Horsepower 
Rule

*EU announced 
IE4 

requirements 
starting 2023*
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Government policies and regulations
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IE3 MEPS in Eurozone: As of July 2021, the IE3 minimum efficiency performance standards will no longer include 
an exception for IE2 motors with use of a variable frequency drive (VFD). Stockpile of IE2 may increase in short-
term, but end equipment and most motor suppliers are prepared for this transition. Customers are already 
beginning to shift their buying behavior from IE2 motors to IE3 although the legislation hasn’t been put into 
effect just yet. This is true even in countries not directly affected by the legislation such as Turkey.

1

IE4 motor mandate in the EU: Beginning on July 2023, all motors sold between 75kW – 200kW will be required 
to meet IE4 minimum efficiency. The only exceptions to this include 8P, brake, or explosion-protected motors. In 
addition, all single-phase motors between 0.12kW – 1000kW will have to meet IE2 minimum efficiency.

2

North America : On January 27, 2020 the US Department of Energy (DOE) released updated pumping regulations 
to force improved energy efficiency on a wide variety of commercial and industrial clean water pumps. 
Manufacturers will have to comply in order to sell their products in North America. These regulations hit virtually 
every product line manufacturers offer and basically eliminate a quarter of all pumps sold in 2014. Manufacturers 
have spent tens of millions of dollars upgrading their product line in response to maximize overall efficiency. 

3
HVAC industry changes: Regarding HVAC units, the manufacturer that puts in the last component is liable for CE 
marking on the air handling unit. This change in legislation has caused a market disruption because more system 
integrators are reluctant to purchase drives separately from the purchase of a system.

4

5
EC Motors: There is a growing prevalence of EC motors in the European region with some suppliers estimating up 
to 60% of air handling unit manufacturers are leveraging EC motors. Switzerland is especially aggressive with 
efficiency demand. Swiss customers are leveraging IE5 motors for both axial and centrifugal fans on virtually 
every application. It is estimated that about 10% of motors sold in fan applications are AC motors and the 
remainder are permanent magnet motor solutions.
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Penetration of IE4
• IE1 motors drastically reduced in shipments from 

2014 to 2017 (46% share to 37%, respectively), 
largely due to increased focus on efficiency in 
Western Europe, North America, and China. 

• Compliance, emerging technologies are potential 
headwinds going forward.

• The push in the EU for IE4 technologies will likely take 
some time to realize drastic changes to this market, but 
still way faster than if there was no government 
intervention.

• Pump, fan, and compressor applications receive the 
greatest demand for high-efficiency motors
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EFFICIENCY CLASS TRANSITIONS (UNITS)

Average Annual Unit Growth ≈ 2.9%

Global Low Voltage Motors - Efficiency Class Transition: 2016 to 2022

2022 Market Size (Units)
48.1 Million

2016 Market Size (Units)
40.4 Million

IE1
40%

IE2
33%

IE3
18%

IE4
<1%

DC
<1%

Others
8%

IE1
25%

IE2
39%

IE3
26%

IE4
2%

DC
<1%

Others
7%
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IIoT in the LV Motor Industry
• The primary application of industrial internet of things (IIoT) in the motor market is 

focused on monitoring health of equipment. The sensors then send those inputs 
through a wireless connection into a virtual console that end users can use to 
monitor the motor’s health.

• Currently there is minimal noticeable demand for IIoT in the  low-voltage motor 
space. Increasingly more for medium-voltage. Mature markets have slow adoption.
– Service providers are just starting to get on board with partnering with motor 

companies to offer consolidated solutions. Low demand does not mean low 
interest

• Sensors sold by manufacturers are usually brand agnostic, meaning they work on 
any brand motor. Large companies like Siemens and ABB are competing to become 
the platform that end users will use to manage their digital environment.

• Most sensors sold for motors occur after the initial sale rather than being 
purchased together in a bundle. Most of the areas where motor manufacturers 
have seen success in selling IIoT solutions include:
– Motors with drives integrated as well as systems with a VFD

– Larger/more valuable motors and motors in mission critical applications or 
remote locations such as off-shore refineries.

– The Asia Pacific region – primarily in China and Japan 

– India is seeing the most success in heavy industries such as steel & metal 
production
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Motors Generators & turbines

4.9% enabled devices
10.1% of these devices are 
connected

0.1% enabled devices
2.3% of these devices are 
connected

43.1% enabled devices
96.4% of these devices are 
connected

Pumps & compressors Medium-voltage drives

Between 65-95% of 
medium-voltage drives 
are network-enabled



Drivers of Change
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• Legislation

• Technology

• Culture

• Barriers to change
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Barriers to change

25

• Training

• Infrastructure

• Maintenance

• Acceptance

• Ethics

• Legislation

Cost

Co-operation

Cultural

• Standards • Data sharing• Platforms
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Sensors enable new services and business models
Example vibration sensing for predictive maintenance

Technology

26



The Future of 
Automation
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• The industrial internet of things

• Long-term COVID-19 impact

• Hardware to services
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Convergence of transformative technologies accelerates change

27

As different transformative technologies come together, their impact goes from linear to exponential

IIoT

AI

CloudIIoT

CloudIIoT

A fundamental enabler: connectivity has driven 
digitization in consumer, commercial and industrial 
markets for over 20 years

A critical tool for achieving scale: with maturing and 
increasingly sophisticated IoT implementations, cloud 
storage and analytics have become critical

Essentials for data collection: companies are focusing 
on how they can manage and utilize all of the data they 
collect with deep learning, machine learning and AI

Connectivity

A driver of efficiency and productivity: many 
industries have realized significant improvements 
through embedded processing, connectivity and sensors

Connectivity

Connectivity

Connectivity
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What stage of maturity are your IIoT projects
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The biggest challenges to doing IIoT in your organization
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Legacy equipment and infrastructure

Ability to collect data

Ability to derive meaning from data collected

Lack of employee skills and knowledge

Organisational culture averse to change

Lack of support from leadership

Issues with interoperability of software solutions

Lack of co-operation between IT and OT teams

Lack of willingness to invest for the future

Lack of cybersecurity

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4
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IIoT Readiness Conclusions

46% of companies are trialing or have deployed projects – almost 
Half of IIoT projects fail

Legacy networks & equipment, employee skillsets and handling data are 
the largest challenges

Oil & Gas and Automotive most projects – however Power Generation 
leads the way in its ability to run projects 

Asia Pacific leads the way in both development of projects and levels of 
IIoT Readiness, with the Americas behind EMEA as the least mature

AutomotiveOil & Gas

31



Conclusions
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• Supply chain disruptions from COVID-19 were only temporary and does not appear to be an issue anymore

• Capital expenditure is down, but operational expenditure remains stable

• COVID-19 creates unique opportunity for automation acceleration

• Main threats are geo-political

• Efficiency will improve, but IIoT solutions can dwarf the benefits one off products

• Full solution offerings continue to be a better business model than niche product manufacturing

• Long-term divergence away from hardware models to service models are inevitable, but will take a long time
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Thank you for listening

Any questions?
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